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Sleeping Women - Awake!
Day #5
May 13, 2022

Deborah:
Saw ownership tags coming off of “notorious” men such as Hitler. Their souls can
now heal
Sharon Riegie:
I am going to make sure that I work with my spiritual team and the teams of
those in my family and life who are currently in Male bodies, to assure all ownership
vibrations are identified and removed.... for the next three days.
Angelique:
The vision I received was clear and practical. I can do it in my daily routine and
am sure it will be healing for the souls in male bodysuits in my family to begin with. I
can enlarge this group every day and stretch it to all male on the planet.
Lee:
I have a 52 year old son I can closely observe, who has had anger issues. I have
also joined (last night) a local woman’s club (part of GWFC) whose focus is education
and assisting women and children who have been through family violence. I am now a
volunteer taking at a safe house.
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Tara:
I will add it to my daily routine of healing. I will ask and also picture our guides
and spirit families surrounding the entire planet removing the controlling chips and
waking the men up to divine light of home. I will also work on the leaders of North
Korea, Russia, etc. I did see that those leaders had more then one chip present during
my journey!!
Tami:
Holding my staff- my place of sovereignty releasing love toward those who are
not in alignment with truth. Speaking truth to shame and power over. Expression of
truth in atmosphere.
Emma:
I can be more attentive to the discernment I feel around the men in my life and
do immediate clearing and protection
Arleigh:
I see opportunities for encouraging new behaviors in males who are newly chipfree. Supporting them in change in all dimensions and time frames through to the
present.
AlexSandra:
I need to trust that I have tremendous support from my guardian angels and
galactic beings whereas I have been feeling alone sometimes. In my life I have been
feeling invisible and have realized that part of my fear is that others will know about my
spiritual gifts and punish me. I am a shaman who knows how ti induce miscarriage and
with the abortion issue I have been afraid they will find out and punish me again.
THANKS TO EVERYONE FOR YOUR INSPIRATION!
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